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1 INTRODUCTION
RDF Knowledge Graphs (or Datasets) contain valuable information that can be exploited for a
variety of real-world tasks and applications. Due to the enormous size and the heterogeneity of
the available RDF datasets, it is not an easy task to identify which are the most valuable datasets
for a given application. That problem becomes evenmore complicated, when one should select and
integrate data from different sources, e.g., [11, 31]. For assisting dataset discoverability, interlinking
and reusability, there is a trend for Dataset Search approaches [4], whose objective is to identify
which datasets are relevant, valuable and reliable for fulfilling the requirements of a given task.

As a motivating example, suppose that in Fig. 1 three scientists want to perform an analysis
for endangered species, i.e., for predicting the possibility those species to become extinct in the
current century. For this reason, they desire to search and integrate at least K (say five) different
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Fig. 1. Motivating Example. Three scientists want to find K datasets (say 5) from the 12 available ones, for
performing an analysis for endangered species.

datasets containing information about such species. However, each of these scientists has different
requirements (i.e., see the upper right side of Fig. 1). The first scientist has not collected any data,
and he desires to discover the five datasets, whose union will produce an integrated dataset that
will contain themaximumnumber of endangered species, i.e., comparing to any other combination
of five datasets. In the second case, the scientist has already created a dataset, say Di , containing
information about several endangered species, and he desires to find five more datasets for en-
riching the information for the same species of Di , i.e., by finding complementary information for
those species. In the third case, the scientist wants also to enrich the content of his dataset (say
D j ), however, his main requirement is the five desired datasets to contain at least 100 endangered
species which are also covered inD j . In that example, we suppose that there are available 12 differ-
ent related datasets, which result to 792 possible quintets of datasets, thereby, it is time-consuming
for the scientists to check all the possible quintets for discovering the best one for them. The above
user needs should be taken into account, however, they are not covered from existing approaches.
Current methods for dataset search exploit metadata for aiding the discovery of datasets. Such

metadata usually describe generic information about a dataset, like its description, a set of key-
words, etc. By using services such asGoogle Dataset search (http://toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch)
or datahub.io, one can find relevant datasets according to some keywords. In particular, they show
to the users several datasets according to a ranking, however, the user does not know whether
these datasets are worth to be combined, e.g., in Fig. 1 (left side) such methods return the same
ranking list of single datasets for all three scientists. Another drawback of these approaches is that
they contain several datasets with unstructured data, which makes that problem even harder, i.e.,
it is not easy to find all the datasets containing information about the same entities. The problem
of unstructured data can be alleviated by adopting Linked Data [1], since linking can be achieved
through common URIs or/and through equivalence relationships (e.g., owl:sameAs relationships).
Existing Linked Data content-based approaches, such as LODStats [7] and LODLaundromat [29],
offer services for searching and discovering datasets containing specific URIs or/and keywords,
while SPARQLES [34] and SpEnD [37] exploit metadata for searching for SPARQL Endpoints. How-
ever, the main target of these approaches is to offer statistics, preservation and quality assessment
services, i.e., they do not focus on assessing the quality among combinations of datasets. Thereby,
it is impossible to get back hits each corresponding to a set (or “cluster") of datasets.
Another problem related to Discoverability and Reusability is that “the reuse and take-up of

rich data sources is often limited and focused on a few well-known and established RDF datasets"
[3]. Thereby, a key challenge is how to reveal the importance of high quality under-recognized
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datasets. For example, suppose that an under-recognized dataset, called DT iдer , contains valuable
information only for the species “Tiger". However, since the famous RDF datasets, e.g., DBpedia
[14], Wikidata [35], YAGO [26], contain information about this species, in a global dataset ranking,
the dataset DT iдer would be in a very low position comparing to the popular datasets, even if the
desired task is to collect information about “Tiger".
For tackling the above problems, we propose content-based union and complement metrics

among any subset of datasets, which can be exploited for several tasks i.e., a) for improvingDataset
Search and Discoverability, b) for assessing and improving Dataset Quality in terms of Interlinking
and Reusability, and c) for estimating Data Integration Quality. Concerning Dataset Search and Dis-
coverability, a major challenge is to propose dataset-specific quality metrics, for returning ranking
lists of multiple datasets, instead of single ones, since “Many tasks involving datasets require the
stitching of several datasets to create a whole that is fit for purpose" [4]. Past works [16–18] have
proposed content-based intersectionmetrics that measure the connectivity among several datasets
and can be used by search engines for returning ranking lists of multiple datasets. However, by us-
ing only connectivity metrics, the following queries (and the queries of Fig. 1) are not answerable:
Qcoveraдe : "Give me the K datasets that maximize the information (i.e., triples) for an entity (or a
set of entities)" (i.e., union metrics are required).
Qenr ichment : "Give me the K datasets that contain the most complementary information (e.g., maxi-
mum number of triples) for the entities of my dataset" (i.e., requires absolute complement metrics).
Quniqueness : "Give me the K datasets, that my dataset contributes the most unique content" (i.e.,
relative complement metrics are required).
For instance, in Fig. 1, an engine that computes union and complementmetrics, returns a ranking

of quintets of datasets (instead of a ranking of single datasets), while the ranking is different for
each scientist, according to their requirements. In particular, for Scientist 1 the best quintet of
datasets contains {D1,D3,D4,D5,D6}, while for Scientist 2, the five best datasets for his needs are
{D2,D5,D8,D9,D11}. Therefore, we can obviously see that for different users (and even for the
same task), (i) different combinations of datasets and (ii) different “slices" of a specific dataset can
have different quality and value, e.g., even a small “slice" of an under-recognized dataset can be of
primary importance for being used in a specific application.
Regarding Interlinking and Reusability, a dataset’s publisher should be able to assess the quality

of his dataset comparing to other datasets, e.g., to assess whether his dataset is worth to be reused.
For assisting this task, union and complement metrics can be exploited, for answering queries like,
i) “How unique/redundant is the content of my dataset comparing to others?, ii) “What percentage
of the available information for a set of entities is offered only from my dataset?", and iii) “Does
my dataset enrich the content of other datasets?". These queries can assist publishers to improve
their dataset’s quality in a long run, however, they cannot be answered from current systems.
Concerning Data Integration, the integration process is quite challenging for a plenty of reasons

e.g., see [19] for a recent survey, and it requires a big effort and possibly amonetary cost. It includes
various time-consuming processes, e.g., data cleaning, transformation, and others [13]. Therefore,
it is important to estimate the quality of a possible integration by using such metrics, e.g., for
answering queries like “What is the gain of integrating dataset D j with datasets Dk and Dm?".
Novelty of this Paper. In our previous work [16–18], we introduced algorithms and methods

for constructing semantics-aware indexes and for performing “lattice-based" measurements based
on intersection. In this paper, we extend that work for assisting and improving the tasks (a)-(c)
(i.e., Dataset Search, Interlinking, Reusability and Data Integration). To this end, we exploit the men-
tioned indexes and we introduce novel content-based union and complement metrics over any
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subset of datasets. However, the computation of such metrics in a straightforward way is expen-
sive, since the possible number of subsets of datasets is exponential, and the size of datasets is
quite big [17]. For being able to compute the metrics at global scale, in this paper:
• we propose methods that rely on semantics-aware indexes, that are enriched with inferred

equivalence relationships and their structure enables the discovery of under-recognized datasets,
• we show how to exploit the posting lists of semantics-aware indexes, for offering content-

based metrics for any subset of datasets, which rely on union and complement, i.e., we introduce
the metrics coverage, information enrichment and uniqueness,
•we introduce lattice-based incremental algorithms that exploit set theory properties and prun-

ing and regrouping methods, for enabling efficient responses at query time,
•we measure the efficiency of the proposed methods through comparative results and we show

indicative measurements for 400 RDF datasets (and 2 billion triples).
Finally, for the 400 datasets that we use, our website (http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/LODsyndesis)

offers (in the category Dataset Discovery, Search and Selection) several services related to the real
use cases described in this section (see also a tutorial video in https://youtu.be/UdQDgod6XME).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §2 provides the background and discusses related
work, §3 introduces the problem statement and describes the context, §4 shows how to compute the
metrics by exploiting pre-constructed indexes, while §5 shows how to compute the metrics for any
subset of datasets incrementally. §6 reports efficiency results and shows indicative measurements
over hundreds of datasets, and finally, §7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
2.1 Background:RDF
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1] is a graph-based data model. It uses URIs (Uniform
Resource Identifiers) or anonymous resources (blank nodes) for denoting resources, and constants
(Literals), while it uses triples for creating statements between a) two resources, or b) a resource
and a constant. A triple is a statement of the form subject-predicate-object ⟨s,p,o⟩, and it is any
element of T=(U∪BN)×(U)×(U∪BN∪L), whereU,BN andL denote the sets of URIs, blank
nodes and literals, respectively. Any finite subset of T can correspond to an RDF graph (or dataset)
and triples(Di ) ⊆ T are the triples of a dataset Di . For instance, in the upper left side of Fig. 2, the
triple ⟨ex:Tiger_Species,d1:maxWeight,"388.7kg"⟩ of dataset D1, contains an entity, a property and
a literal. Moreover, URIs can be divided in three (pairwise disjoint) setsU = E∪P∪C, i.e., E refers
to entities (e.g., ex:Tiger_Species in Fig. 2), P to properties (e.g., d1:taxonName in Fig. 2), and C
to classes (e.g., d2:Mammal in Fig. 2). For distinguishing these three sets, we first define the set of
properties P = {p ∈ U | ⟨s,p,o⟩ ∈ T }, then the set of classes C = {o ∈ U | ⟨s, rd f :type,o⟩ ∈ T },
and finally we define the entities as follows: E = {s ∈ U | ⟨s,p,o⟩ ∈ T , s < (P ∪ C)} ∪ {o ∈
U | ⟨s,p,o⟩ ∈ T , o < (P ∪ C)}.

2.2 Related Work
In the context of Linked Data, there are several approaches offering Dataset Search. We divide
them in four categories, Dataset Based, Entity Based, Keyword Based, and Query Based approaches.
Moreover, in Table 1, we also show the number of RDF datasets and triples (if such information
was included in the corresponding papers) that each approach uses, while we categorize them
according to whether they exploit metadata or the content of datasets. Finally, we divide the works
according to the output that they offer, i.e., an unranked list of single datasets (ULD), a ranked list
of single datasets (RLD), a ranked list of a set (or “cluster") of datasets (RLS), or a visualization (VL).
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Approach RDF Datasets’
Number

Number of
RDF Triples

Uses
Metadata

Uses
Content

Entity-
Based

Dataset-
Based

Keyword-
Based

Query-
Based

Output

LODsyndesis [16–18] 400 2 billion X X X RLS, V
Neves et. al. [15, 21] 1,113 Unknown X X RL
Ellefi et. al. [6] 90 Unknown X X RL
Nikolov et al. [22] Unknown Unknown X X X RL, V
LODVader [2] 491 1 billion X X RL, V
LinkLion [20] 476 77 million X X UL
FluidOps [36] 81,000* 8 billion X X X RL, V
LODStats [7] 9,960 149 billion X X X UL
LODLaundromat [9, 29] 658,000** 38 billion X X X RL, V
WIMU [32] 667,960*** 187 billion** X X X RL
Datahub 1,272 Unknown X X UL
ExpLOD [12] 11 12 mil. X X RL
LODAtlas [25] 1,281 Unknown X X X RL, V
LODatio+ [8] 43,598,858** 4 billion X X X RL
SPARQLES [34] 545 Unknown X X UL, V
SpEnD [37] 658 Unknown X X UL, V
LOV [33] 660 827 thousand X X UL, V
VOID RKBExplorer [23] 11,193** Unknown X X X UL

Table 1. Categorizing existing Linked Data approaches for Dataset Search,*documents fromWorldBank and
Eurostat, **documents instead of datasets, ***documents, datasets from LODLaundromat and LODstats.

Dataset-Based Category. The input is a dataset Di . Concerning metadata-based approaches,
in [15, 21], probabilistic methods are used for finding the most relevant datasets for a given one.
LODVader [2] is a tool that takes as input the metadata of a dataset, for finding datasets that have
commonalities with the given dataset, while in [6] dataset recommendation techniques are used,
for retrieving datasets that are worth to be linked with a given one. Nikolov et al. [22] introduced a
keyword based search service over semantic indexes, for ranking potentially relevant datasets to a
source dataset. Regarding content-based approaches, in [16–18] content-based intersectionmetrics
are used for discovering the K most connected dataset to a given one. LinkLion [20] provides
mappings between pairs of datasets. FluidOps Data Portal [36] creates clusters of entities for finding
how much complementary information (e.g., entities, properties) a source dataset contributes to a
target one, and produces a ranked list with the most relevant datasets for a given dataset.
Entity-BasedCategory.The input is a URI. By using services like LODLaundromat [29], LODsyn-

desis [16–18], and WIMU [32], one can type a URI, and each such service returns to the user all
the datasets where that URI occurs. Moreover, ExpLOD [12] creates interlink usage summaries,
which are used for understanding the contribution of each dataset for a real world entity. Finally,
RapidMiner Link Explorer [30] discovers all the URIs and datasets for a specific entity at query time.
Keyword-Based Category. The input is one or more keywords. For instance, by using portals

based on metadata, such as datahub.io and Google Dataset Search, one can find the most relevant
datasets for a given keyword. LODLaundromat [29] offers content-based analytics for thousands
of documents, and those datasets are exploited through Lotus [9], which is an engine that returns
datasets and triples containing a keyword. LODStats [7] has collected metadata for 9,960 RDF
datasets, and has also analyzed the content for a subset of them. It offers statistics and keyword
search services for discovering datasets containing specific namespaces, vocabularies and others.
SPARQLES [34] and SpEnD [37] exploit metadata for searching for SPARQL Endpoints, while
LODAtlas [25] is a metadata-based engine, where one can type one or more keywords for find-
ing datasets containing those keywords in their metadata. Moreover, LOV [33] offers a keyword
search engine for retrieving relevant vocabularies. Finally, approaches using information retrieval
techniques for discovering datasets through keyword search, e.g., [5, 24], have also been proposed.
Query-based Category. The input is a query, e.g., a SPARQL query. LODatio+ [8] is a service

where one can type a SPARQL query containing only types or/and properties, and returns to the
user a ranked list of documents that can answer a specific query. VOID RKBexplorer [23] exploits
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F ∈ F Name F (Di )
RW E Real World Entities RW E(Di ) = {[s] | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), s ∈ E} ∪ {[o] | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈

tr iples(Di ), o ∈ E}
RW P Real World Properties RW P (Di ) = {[p] | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), p ∈ P}
RWC Real World Classes RWC(Di ) = {[o] | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), o ∈ C}
RWT Real world Triples RWT (Di ) = { ⟨[s], [p], [o]⟩ | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), o ∈ U} ∪

{ ⟨[s], [p], o ⟩ | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), o ∈ L}
RWTE′ Real World Triples of a set of entities E′ RWTE′ (Di ) = { ⟨[s], [p], [o]⟩ ∈ RWT (Di ) | s ∈ E′ or o ∈ E′, E′ ⊆ E}
LIT Literals LIT (Di ) = {o | ⟨s, p, o ⟩ ∈ tr iples(Di ), o ∈ L}

Table 2. The Six Measurement Types
metadata of thousands of documents and one can send SPARQL queries for retrieving the relevant
datasets to a given topic and documents containing one or more entities.

Dataset Search for Other Formats. A state-of-the-art survey for Dataset Search [4] contains
a lot of approaches providing dataset search for several formats (e.g., web tables, web pages). In the
context of web pages, in [27], the authors proposed a novel way for estimating the value of different
combinations of web sources, by using a probabilistic approach and several quality metrics [28].

Our Placement. Our work, i.e., LODsyndesis in Table 1, belongs into dataset-based and entity-
based categories. It also belongs to Quality Assessment field [38], mainly to contextual quality
dimensions, i.e., we support “content-based" Relevancy, since our target is to find all the relevant
datasets for a given task, and to Interlinking dimension, since we measure whether two or more
datasets are worth to be interlinked. Our work is also connected to Dataset Profiling [3], i.e., it
enables the retrieval of “Contextual Connectivity" features. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work proposing content-based union and complement metrics for any combination of
datasets (not only for a single, or pairs of datasets, as in [2, 15, 20, 29, 36]). Comparing to most
approaches of Table 1, we exploit the contents of datasets (and not metadata, e.g., as in [25, 34,
37]). Comparing to content-based approaches [29, 32, 36], we use indexes enriched with inferred
equivalence relationships. Finally, comparing to our past work [16–18], we propose several new
content-based metrics (and their computation methods) that can be exploited for several tasks.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT & CONTEXT
In §3.1 we introduce the problem statement, whereas in §3.2 we describe the context.

3.1 Problem Statement
LetD = {D1, ...,Dn} be a set of datasets, P(D) denote the power set of D, and let B be any set of
datasets B ⊆ D. Let F = {RWE,RWP ,RWC, LIT ,RWT ,RWTE′} be the measurements types that
we focus on. We shall use F to denote a specific measurement type (F ∈ F ), and F (Di ) to denote
the measurement type F applied to a dataset Di .
For each element F of F , Table 2 introduces its name and how F (Di ) is defined. The notation
[u] refers to the class of equivalence for a given URI u. That means that the first three measure-
ment types of a dataset Di (i.e., RWE(Di ), RWP(Di ) and RWC(Di )), correspond to all the entities,
properties and classes that can be found in Di , where each such URI has been replaced by a unique
class of equivalence. Analogously RWT (Di ) contains all the triples of Di where the URIs of each
triple have been replaced by their corresponding class of equivalence. Now RWTE′(Di ) denotes all
the “real world" triples of Di that contain at least one entity e ∈ E ′, either as a subject or as an
object. Finally, LIT (Di ) is the set of literals occurring in Di .

Our objective is to be able to answer Qcoveraдe , Qenr ichment and Quniqueness for any measure-
ment type F ∈ F . Each is a maximization problem that is defined formally below.

3.1.1 Coverage. The answer of Qcoveraдe queries corresponds to covBest(K , F ) defined as:
Input: An integer K , where 1 ≤ K < |D| and a measurement type F ∈ F .
Output: A subset B ⊆ D, s.t. |B | = K , that maximizes the following criterion:
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Maximization Criterion:
covBest(K , F ) = arдB max |cov(B, F )| where cov(B, F ) = ∪Di ∈B F (Di ) (1)

3.1.2 Information Enrichment. The answer of Qenr ichment queries corresponds to
enrichBest(K , F ,Dm) defined as:
Input: An integer K (1 ≤ K < |D| − 1), a measurement type F ∈ F and a dataset Dm (Dm ∈ D).
Output: A subset B ⊆ D, s.t. |B | = K and Dm < B, that maximizes the following criterion:
Maximization Criterion:

enrichBest(K , F ,Dm) = arдB max |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| where
enrich(B, F ,Dm) = cov(B, F ) \ F (Dm)

3.1.3 Uniqueness. The answer of Quniqueness queries corresponds to uniqBest(Dm , F ,K), de-
fined as:
Input: An integer K (1 ≤ K < |D| − 1), a measurement type F ∈ F , and a dataset Dm (Dm ∈ D).
Output: A subset B ⊆ D, s.t. |B | = K and Dm < B, that maximizes the following criterion:
Maximization Criterion:

uniqBest(Dm , F ,K) = arдB max |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| where
uniq(Dm , F ,B) = F (Dm) \ cov(B, F )

3.1.4 Difficulty and Challenge. From the above definitions we can see that the computation of
cov(B, F ), enrich(B, F ,Dm) anduniq(Dm , F ,B) is reduced to the computation of union, absolute com-
plement and relative complement, respectively. However, even for a single subset of datasets B and
a measurement type F , these set operations are quite expensive if B contains datasets whose F (Di )
is very big. Moreover, the number of possible solutions (for finding the datasets that maximize the
required formulas), can be exponential in number (specifically the possible solutions for a given

K is given by the binomial coefficient formula: nCK ≡
(
n
K

)
≡ n!
(n−K )!K ! ), which is prohibitively

expensive for such maximization problems.
For tackling these issues, the objective is to solve the above maximization problems by reducing

the number of set operations between different datasets for any measurement type F and sub-
set of datasets B. For this reason, we propose a solution based on the dedicated indexes I for
each measurement type F , and we use set theory properties and pruning and regrouping meth-
ods for further reducing the number of set operations, i.e., we reuse the measurements |cov(B, F )|,
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)| and |uniq(Dm , F ,B)|, between two subsets of datasets B and B′ (where B ⊂ B′).

3.2 Context:The Indexing Process
The computation of coverage, information enrichment and uniquenesswill be based on five different
indexes that have to be constructed once. For reasons of self-containedness, below we introduce
in brief the steps of the indexing process (it is fully described in [17, 18]) through our running
example (see Fig. 2).
Step 1. Input. The input is a set of datasets and equivalence relationships in schema and in-

stance level (i.e., owl:equivalentProperty, owl:equivalentClass and owl:sameAs). Our run-
ning example (see Fig. 2) contains four datasets (D1−D4), where each of them comprises triples for
endangered species. Moreover, we use an additional dataset (D5), which contains the equivalence
relationships among the URIs of datasets D1 −D4. In the upper right side of Fig. 2, we can see the
equivalence relationships among these datasets, e.g., ⟨ex:Giant_Panda,owl:sameAs,d3:Giant_Panda⟩.
Step 2. Creation of Equivalence Catalogs.We desire to keep a single representation for each

real world entity, property and class. For this reason, we compute the transitive and symmetric
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Fig. 2. Running example showing the indexing process for datasets D1 − D4.

closure of equivalence relationships (e.g., by using dataset D5), and we create 3 equivalence cata-
logs, i.e., for entities, properties and classes. In this way, we create a single class of equivalence for
each real world object, i.e., we replace the URIs referring to the same entity, property or class with
a unique ID, e.g., in the left side of Fig. 2, the 3 URIs of “Tiger" replaced with the ID E1.
Step 3. Creation of Semantically Enriched Indexes. By using as input all the datasets (e.g.,

D1−D4 in Fig. 2) and the equivalence catalogs (e.g., see Step 2 of Fig. 2), we construct the following
set of indexes I = {Entity Index, Property Index, Class Index, Entity-Triples Index, Literals Index}.
The first three indexes contain all the distinct “real world" entities (RWE), properties (RWP ) and
classes (RWC), respectively. For each category, we store in a posting list the datasets where each
element (e.g., entity, property) occurs, e.g., see the produced Entity Index and Property Index in
the lower left side of Fig. 2. Concerning Literals Index (LIT ), it is an inverted index for the literals.
Finally, in Entity-Triples Index we collect and store together all the available “real world" triples
(RWT ) and their provenance for each entity. In the right side of Fig. 2, we show the Entity-Triples
Index, which contains all the triples and their provenance, for each of the endangered species that
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are included in datasets D1 − D4 (i.e., Tiger, Giant Panda, Snow Leopard). In the rest of this paper,
we will use the Entity-Triples Index of Fig. 2, for providing examples for the proposed metrics.

Step 4. Exploitation of Indexes for Supporting Content-based Metrics. The structure of
the indexes enables us to support the metrics introduced in §3.1 (coverage, information enrichment
and uniqueness) for Entity-Based Search, i.e., we can read the part of the index containing informa-
tion for a single entity (say “Tiger") or for a set of entities (say all the endangered species). This
enables the discovery of under-recognized datasets that contain valuable information, but only
for a specific domain or even a single entity, e.g., we can answer queries such as Qcoveraдe . We
support also Dataset-Based Search, i.e., we can read the part of the index containing elements of a
dataset Di , for answering queries such asQenr ichment andQuniqueness . The indexes allow answer-
ing the intended questions fast, i.e., we use the posting lists of a stored index as input for special
“lattice-based" algorithms, as we will explain in §4 and §5.

Details about the Implementation. In our implementation, we used 400 RDF datasets (in
total two billion triples) collected manually through datahub.io, and 44 million of equivalence rela-
tionships collected from these 400 datasets and from the LinkLion webpage [20], i.e., we do not use
any instance/schema matching tool. We used as input this set of equivalence relationships, and by
using a cluster of machines and special algorithms (described in details in [18]), we computed their
transitive and symmetric closure for inferring more relationships. However note that even a single
incorrect relationship can produce several erroneous inferred ones [18], e.g., suppose that in Fig.
2 we had an erroneous relationship, e.g., ⟨ex:Tiger,owl:sameAs, d2:Giant_Panda⟩. Due to closure,
we would infer that every URI referring to “Tiger" is equivalent to any URI of “Giant_Panda".

For tackling this issue, we checked the quality of the inferred relationships and we removed the
erroneous ones in a semi-manually way. In particular, we supposed that an existing equivalence
relationship is probably incorrect, if we inferred through this relationship that two or more URIs
from the same dataset are equivalent. Indeed, we identified such cases programmatically (i.e., we
found all the classes of equivalence that contain two or more URIs from the same dataset), we
removed the incorrect relationships manually, and then we created the equivalence catalogs.

Afterwards, we used as input the triples of these 400 datasets and the equivalence catalogs for
creating the set of indexes I . These indexes are used as input for the algorithms that are presented in
this paper, for answering queries and providing services, based on coverage, information enrichment
and uniquenessmetrics. For the time being, our webpage (http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/LODsyndesis)
offers such services for the 400 RDF datasets which have been indexed by our approach. More
statistics and details about the datasets and the implementation are given in [17, 18].

4 USING INDEXES FOR COMPUTING UNION AND COMPLEMENT METRICS
In §4.1 we describe how to exploit an index indF ∈ I (given a measurement type F ) for comput-
ing coverage, information enrichment and uniqueness, in §4.2 we describe how to present and to
visualize the results of the measurements, while in §4.3-§4.5, we describe how one can compute
the three proposed content-based metrics, by using straightforward methods, which are not quite
efficient for the maximization problems described in §3.1.

4.1 Direct Counts
Here, we show how to exploit an index indF ∈ I for computing the metrics for a measurement
type F . Let k ∈ Le f t(indF ) be a single entry in the left part of the index indF , meaning that k is
a key while indF (k) corresponds to the value of this key (i.e., it is a posting list). Below we define
the number of times a subset B occurs in the posting lists of an index indF .

Definition 4.1. directCount(B, F ) = |{k ∈ Le f t(indF ) | indF (k) = B}| ⋄
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The value of directCount(B, F ) is computed by scanning the corresponding index (indF ) once. The
result of this process is a directCount list, where each entry contains at the left side a subset B and
in the right side the directCount score of B. Ifm is the total number of entries of an index, then
the time complexity for constructing that list is O(m).
For instance, in Query Qcoveraдe of Fig. 3, a scientist desires to find the triad of datasets having

the maximum coverage for the species “Tiger". For creating the directCount list, we scanned only
the triples of “Tiger" (i.e., we focus on F = RWT{E1} , since E1 corresponds to “Tiger"), in the
Entity-Triples Index (i.e., see the green box in Fig. 2). In the upper right side of Fig. 3, we can see the
produced directCount list for QueryQcoveraдe . As we can observe, the directCount({D2,D3}, F ) =
2, since the subset {D2,D3} occurs in total two times in the posting lists of “Tiger" triples (see Fig.
2). Particularly, the triples ⟨Tiger, parentTaxon, Panthera⟩ and ⟨Tiger, predator, Crocodile⟩ exist in
both datasets D2 and D3, but not in any other dataset.
How to Use Only a Part of the directCount List? In many cases, especially for computing
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)|, |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| and for the incremental algorithms that will be introduced in
§5, it is a prerequisite to exclude or to keep some posting lists containing specific datasets. For
this reason, we introduce three definitions, while for each of them we show an example for the
directCount list of Query Qcoveraдe (see the upper right side of Fig. 3).

First, for a given measurement type F , we define the posting lists (i.e., subsets of datasets) which
contain at least one dataset Di ∈ B, i.e., we define the set occur (B, F ) as follows:
Definition 4.2. occur (B, F ) = {Bi ∈ P(D) | directCount(Bi , F ) > 0,Bi ∩ B , ∅}

Obviously, occur (B, F ) is a finite set. In the extreme case when B = D, occur (D, F ) contains all
the entries in the left side of the directCount list for a given F , e.g., in Query Qcoveraдe of Fig. 3,
occur (D, F ) = {{D1}, {D1,D2}, {D2,D3}, {D2,D4},{D3}, {D4}}.

In many cases (especially for computing |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| and for the incremental algorithms
of §5), we should keep only the posting lists containing at least one D j ∈ B′, but not any Di ∈ B
(i.e., we exclude such posting lists). For this reason, we define the set occur (B′, F )\B as follows:

Definition 4.3. occur (B′, F )\B = occur (B′, F ) \ occur (B, F ) ⋄
Obviously, occur (B′, F )\B is a finite set. For instance, in the directCount list which is shown in Step
B of Fig. 3, if we want to exclude the posting lists containing either D1 or D3 (and to keep all the
remaining ones), we will construct the set occur (D, F )\{D1,D3 } = {{D2,D4}, {D4}}.

Finally, for computing |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| (in §4.5), we should keep all the posting lists containing
the dataset Dm and at least one dataset Di ∈ B, i.e., we define the set occur (B, F )Dm as follows:
Definition 4.4. occur (B, F )Dm = occur (B, F ) ∩ occur ({Dm}, F ) ⋄

Obviously, occur (B, F )Dm is a finite set. For the directCount list of Fig. 3, if B = {D1,D3} and
Dm = D2, thenoccur ({D1,D3}, F )D2 = {{D1,D2}, {D2,D3}}, i.e., we keep a posting list if it contains
D2 and at least one dataset of B, i.e., D1 or D3.

4.2 The Lattice of Measurements
Given a set of measurements one question is how to present and visualize them to aid understand-
ing. Here we describe a lattice-based visualization of several measurements. Moreover, this lattice
structure can be exploited for the incremental computation of the metrics (as we shall see in §5).
We propose a Hasse Diagram-like structure, as shown in Step C of Fig. 3. Our approach is based on
a lattice which is represented as a Directed Acyclic GraphG = (V ,E). The lattice of the power set
of D (i.e., P(D)) contains |V | = 2 |D | nodes, where each node corresponds to a subset of datasets
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Fig. 3. Query Qcoveraдe . Computation of Coverage

B ∈ P(D), and |E | = |D| ∗ 2 |D |−1 edges, where each edge points towards the direct supersets, i.e.,
an edge is created from a subset B to a superset B′, where B′ = B ∪ {Di },Di < B. We can divide
the lattice in |D|+1 levels, where each level L (0 ≤ L ≤ |D|) consists of subsets having exactly L
datasets, e.g., L = 3 corresponds to triads of datasets (see the lattice in Fig. 3).

4.3 Computation of Coverage
Here, we show how to exploit a pre-constructed directCount list (i.e., the set occur (D, F ) and the
corresponding directCount scores) for computing coverage, i.e., |cov(B, F )|.

Prop. 1. The sum of the directCount score of all Bi ∈ occur (B, F ) gives the cardinality of cover-
age for a subset B and a given measurement type F :

|cov(B, F )| =
∑

Bi ∈occur (B,F )
directCount(Bi , F ) (2)

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.1. �

4.3.1 Straightforward Computation of |cov(B, F )| (SFmethod). For each different subset B, we it-
erate over the setoccur (D, F ) once, for creating the setoccur (B, F ). In particular,∀Bi ∈ occur (D, F ),
we check if Bi ∩ B , ∅, and if it holds, we add Bi to occur (B, F ). Afterwards, we read the set
occur (B, F ) once, for computing |cov(B, F )| (see Prop. 1). For computing the |cov(B, F )| for a finite
set of subset of datasets BV = {Bi , ...,Bm}, the time complexity is O(|BV | ∗ |occur (D, F )|), since
we traverse once the whole set occur (D, F ) for each B ∈ BV (in the worst case |BV | = 2 |D |). The
space complexity is O(|occur (D, F )|) (i.e., we keep in memory the whole directCount list).

Concerning the check Bi ∩ B , ∅ it has time complexity O(m ∗ loдn) wherem = max(|Bi |, |B |)
and n = min(|Bi |, |B |), since both Bi and Bi are ordered sets. We ignore this complexity in O(2 |D | ∗
|occur (D, F )|), since even in the worst case (when m = n = |D|), the cost is quite smaller com-
paring to the number of possible subsets (2 |D|) and to the size of occur (D, F ), i.e., in the extreme
case when the index contains any B ∈ P(D) as a posting list, its size equals 2 |D | .
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Example. In Fig. 3, we show the steps for computing the coverage of triples for “Tiger" species
(i.e., F = RWT{E1}). For each subset of datasets B, we scan the whole set occur (D, F ) (in Step A of
Fig. 3), for creating the set occur (B, F ), and we compute |cov(B, F )| (in Step B in Fig. 3). For example,
for B = {D1,D2}, we constructed the set occur ({D1,D2}, F ) = {{D1}, {D1,D2}, {D2,D3}, {D2,D4}}.
By taking the sumof theirdirectCount score (i.e.,directCount({D1}, F ) = 2,directCount({D1,D2}, F ) =
1, directCount({D2,D3}, F ) = 2, directCount({D2,D4}, F ) = 1) we computed |cov({D1,D2}, F )| =
6. By seeing the results in Step C of Fig. 3, we observe that the best triad for the scientist is
covBest(3, F ) = {D1,D3,D4}, since its union contains the maximum number of triples for “Tiger".

4.3.2 Extra/Derived Coverage-related Metrics. Here we describe some extra coverage-related
metrics.
Coverage Percentage.We define the coverage percentage of a subset of datasets B for a given F :

covPer (B, F ,D) = |cov(B, F )| ∗ 100|cov(D, F )| (3)

It can be used for answering questions, such as, “What percentage of all the available triples for
“Tiger" species is covered from the union of DBpedia and YAGO datasets?". For example, in Fig.
3, the covPer ({D1,D3,D4},RWT{E1},D) = 100%, since the union of these datasets contain all the
available triples for “Tiger" (in total 8 triples), in our running example of Fig. 2.

Coverage Gain. We define the coverage gain between a subset B and its superset B′, (B ⊂ B′),
for a given F as follows:

covGain(B′, F ,B) = (|cov(B
′, F )| − |cov(B, F )|) ∗ 100
|cov(B, F )| (4)

We measure whether there is an increase in coverage, if we add (i.e., integrate) more datasets to a
given subset of datasets. For instance, suppose that in Fig. 3 we want to measure the gain between
B = {D1,D3,D4} and B′ = {D1,D2,D3,D4}. Since |cov(B,RWT{E1})| = 8 and |cov(B′,RWT{E1})| =
8, the coverage gain is covGain(B′,RWT{E1},B) = 0%. It means that for this task, the addition of
D2 to the subset {D1,D3,D4} is useless, i.e., D2 does not offer additional unique triples for “Tiger".

4.4 Computation of Information Enrichment given a Dataset Dm

Here, we exclude any posting list containing Dm (since we want to compute the complement to a
dataset Dm ), i.e., we use as input the set occur (D, F )\{Dm } instead of occur (D, F ).

Prop. 2. For a subset B, a dataset Dm and a given F , the sum of the directCount score of all the
Bi ∈ occur (B, F )\{Dm } gives the cardinality of information enrichment:

|enrich(B, F ,Dm)| =
∑

Bi ∈occur (B,F )\{Dm }

directCount(Bi , F ) (5)

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.2. �

4.4.1 Straightforward Computation of |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| (SF method). For a single subset B, we
iterate over the set occur (D, F )\{Dm } once, for constructing the set occur (B, F )\{Dm } . In particular,
for eachBi ∈ occur (D, F )\{Dm } , we check ifBi∩B , ∅, and if it holds, we addBi tooccur (B, F )\{Dm } .
In the end, we sum the directCount (Bi , F ) score of each Bi ∈ occur (B, F )\{Dm } , for computing
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)| (see Prop. 2). For a finite set of subset of datasets BV = {Bi , ...,Bm}, the time
complexity is O(|BV | ∗ |occur (D, F )\{Dm } |), where in the worst case |BV | = 2 |D |−1, i.e., we com-
pute |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| for all the possible subsets of datasets that do not containDm . Moreover, the
space complexity is O(|occur (D, F )\{Dm } |). For the complexity of checking non-null intersection,
i.e., Bi ∩ B , ∅, see §4.3.
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Fig. 4. Query Qenr ichment . Computation of Information Enrichment

Example. In Fig. 4, the publisher of D3, desires to find two datasets containing additional in-
formation for D3 endangered species (i.e., “Tiger" and “Giant Panda"). Therefore, we focus on
F = RWT{E1,E2} , since E1 corresponds to “Tiger" and E2 to “Giant Panda". For this reason, in Step
A, we scan only their entries in the Entity-Triples index, i.e., green and orange boxes in Fig. 2, for
constructing the set occur (D, F ). However, since our target is to find the complementary triples
for D3 entities, in Step B we exclude all the posting lists containing D3, i.e., we construct the
set occur (D, F )\{D3 } = {{D1}, {D1,D2}, {D1,D4}, {D2}, {D2,D4}, {D4}}, and we store their corre-
spondingdirectCount score. By traversing the setoccur (D, F )\{D3 } , for each subsetB, we create the
set occur (B, F )\{D3 } , and we compute the corresponding |enrich(B, F ,D3)|, e.g., see Step C of Fig. 4.
For instance, for computing |enrich({D1,D2}, F , {D3})|, we constructed occur ({D1,D2}, F )\{D3 } =
{{D1}, {D1,D2}, {D1,D4}, {D2}, {D2,D4}} and we computed the sum of their directCount score,
for finding |enrich({D1,D2}, F , {D3})| = 6. In Step D of Fig. 4, we observe that the best pair is
enrichBest(2, F ,D3) = {D1,D4}, since it offers 7 additional triples for the species of D3.

4.4.2 Extra/Derived Information Enrichment related Metrics. Here, we show one extra metric
related to information enrichment.

Information Enrichment Percentage for a single dataset Dm .We define the increase percentage of
information enrichment for a dataset Dm in a subset of datasets B, for a given F , as follows:

enrichPer (B, F ,Dm) =
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)| ∗ 100
|cov({Dm}, F )|

(6)

Thismetric shows the percentage that the information of a given datasetDm increases, in a possible
integrationwith the datasets of subsetB. For example, inQueryQenr ichment of Fig. 4, by integrating
{D1,D2} with D3, enrichPer ({D1,D2},RWT{E1,E2},D3) = 120%, since {D1,D2} offers 6 new triples
for the entities of D3, i.e., |enrich({D1,D2},RWT{E1,E2},D3)| = 6, which is divided by the total
number of D3 triples for these two species, i.e., |cov({D3},RWT{E1,E2})| = 5.

4.5 Computation of Uniqueness given a Dataset Dm

Here, the input is only the set occur ({Dm}, F ) (and not occur (D, F )), since we focus only on ele-
ments that can be found in Dm .
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Fig. 5. Query Quniqueness . Computation of Uniqueness

Prop. 3. For a subset B, a dataset Dm and a given F , the uniqueness of a dataset Dm to a subset
B can be given by subtracting from the cardinality of all the elements of Dm , the cardinality of all
the elements that co occur in Dm and in at least one Di ∈ B.

|uniq(Dm , F ,B)| = |cov({Dm}, F )| −
∑

Bi ∈occur (B,F )Dm

directCount(Bi , F ) (7)

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.3. �

4.5.1 Straightforward Computation of |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| (SF method). First, we should compute
|cov({Dm}, F )| by scanning the occur ({Dm}, F ) once, since it is required for the computation of
|uniq(Dm , F ,B)|, for any subset of datasets B (see Prop. 3). For a single subset B, we traverse the
set occur ({Dm}, F ) once, for constructing the set occur (B, F )Dm . For each Bi ∈ occur ({Dm}, F ),
we check if Bi ∩ B , ∅, and if it holds, we add Bi to occur (B, F )Dm . In the end, we compute the
sum of the directCount (Bi , F ), for each Bi ∈ occur (B, F )Dm Finally, we subtract this sum from
the value |cov({Dm}, F )| for computing the |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| (see Prop. 3). For a finite set of subset
of datasets BV = {Bi , ...,Bm}, the time complexity is O(|BV | ∗ |occur ({Dm}, F )|), where in the
worst case |BV | = 2 |D |−1 (we exclude the subsets containing Dm ), and the space complexity is
O(|occur ({Dm}, F )|). For the complexity of checking non-null intersection (Bi ∩ B , ∅) see §4.3.
Example. In Fig. 5, the publisher of D2 desires to know how unique are the triples of D2 com-

paring to the other datasets. In Step A, we scan the whole Entity-Triples index for creating the
directCount list, i.e., we focus on F = RWT . However, we keep only the subsets of the directCount
list containing the dataset D2, i.e., we create the set occur ({D2}, F ). In Step B of Fig. 5, we com-
pute the value |cov({D2}, F )| = 6, while in Step C, we construct the set occur (B, F )D2 and we
compute |uniq(D2, F ,B)| for each subset B. Finally, in Step D we show a visualization of the re-
sults. For example, for measuring the uniqueness of D2 triples versus {D1,D3}, we created the set
occur ({D1,D3}, F )D2 = {{D1,D2}, {D2,D3}}, where the sum of thedirectCount score of the entries
of occur ({D1,D3}, F )D2 equals 3. We subtracted that value from |cov({D2}, F )| (which equals 6), for
computing |uniq(D2, F , {D1,D3})| = 3.

4.5.2 Extra/Derived Uniqueness-related Metrics. Here, we show two additional metrics related
to uniqueness for a given dataset Dm .
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Fig. 6. The depth first search traversal that is followed

Unique Content Percentage of a datasetDm .We define the uniqueness of a datasetDm for a given
measurement type F , comparing to a subset of datasets B as follows:

uniqPer (Dm , F ,B) =
|uniq(Dm , F ,B)| ∗ 100
|cov({Dm}, F )|

(8)

It can be used for answering questions like “What it the percentage of the triples of DBpedia, that
cannot be found in Wikipedia, YAGO, and Freebase?". For example, in Query Quniquenessof Fig. 5,
for B = {D1,D3} the uniqPer (D2,RWT , {D1,D3}) = 50%, since 3 out of 6 triples of D2 cannot be
found in any of the datasets of B, i.e., neither to D1 nor to D3.

Unique Contribution of a Dataset Dm We define the “unique contribution" percentage that a
dataset Dm offers to the “universe" for a measurement type F as follows:

uniqCont(Dm , F ,D) =
|uniq(Dm , F ,D)| ∗ 100

|cov(D, F )| (9)

It can be used for answering queries, such as “What percentage of triples of “Tiger" species is
offered only by DBpedia?". For example, for the“Tiger" species of Fig. 2, dataset D3 offers only one
triple that cannot be found in any other dataset (i.e., the triple ⟨Tiger, foodSource, Ungulate⟩). In
total, there are 8 available triples for “Tiger", thereby, uniqCont(D3,RWT{E1},D) = 12.5%.

5 INCREMENTAL COMPUTATION OF UNION & COMPLEMENT METRICS
Since the possible subsets of datasets for solving the maximization problems (described in §3.1)
can be exponential in number, it is very time-consuming (as we shall see experimentally in §6) to
traverse the whole set occur (D, F ) for each possible subset of datasets B, which is a requirement
in the straightforward method (SF) of §4. For being able to solve such maximization problems, the
target is to reduce the number ofdirectCount entries that we read for each subset B. In this way, we
propose incremental algorithms, based on set-theory properties and pruning methods, that reuse
the measurements between two subsets of datasets B and B′ (where B ⊂ B′). In particular, in §5.1,
we propose an incremental algorithm for computing the coverage, in §5.2 we introduce pruning
and regrouping methods, and in §5.3 we compare the mentioned approaches. Moreover, in §5.4
and §5.5, we show how to compute incrementally the information enrichment and uniqueness.

5.1 Lattice Based Incremental Algorithm for computing covBest(K , F ) (LBmethod).
Rationale. We present a lattice-based (LB) incremental algorithm, that can be used for solving
covBest(K , F ). It reuses measurements between a subset B and a superset B′ (B ⊂ B′), by following
a depth-first search traversal and by exploiting set theory properties, as it is described below.

Depth-First Search (DFS) Traversal. Fig. 6 shows the exact visiting order for four datasets.
For visiting each lattice node (subset of datasets) once, we create a directed edge from B to B′, only
if B = prev(B′). In particular, it holds that B = prev(B′), only if B′ = B ∪ {Dk } (Dk < B), and
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∀Di ∈ B,k > i , therefore, we follow a strict numerical ascending order. By following such a DFS
traversal, we always go upwards (see Fig. 6), i.e., we compute first the metrics for all the supersets
of D1, then for all the supersets of D2 that do not contain D1 and so on, and we create |E | = |V | − 1
directed edges (instead of |E | = |D| ∗ 2 |D |−1). Due to this traversal, we visit and compute the
metrics for any B ∈ P(D) at run time, i.e., there is no need to pre-construct a data structure for
the lattice, whereas it allows us to stop the computation at any desired level L, e.g., for computing
the metrics for pairs of datasets, we can stop at level L = 2.

How to Reuse the Measurements. For reusing the measurements in an incremental way, we
exploit the following set theory property:

Lemma 5.1. From the set theory, we know that for n sets {A1,A2, ...,An}, |A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪An | =
|A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪An−1 | + |An \ {A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪An−1}| (Proof can be found in [10]).

By exploiting the above property, for a subset B and a superset B′ (where B′ = B ∪ {Dk }), we can
add to |cov(B′, F )|, the value |cov(B, F )|. The only requirement for computing |cov(B′, F )|, is to find
which are the directCount entries that contain the newly added dataset Dk , but not any Di ∈ B,
i.e., we should construct the set occur ({Dk }, F )\B , as it is stated below.

Prop. 4. If B′ = B ∪ {Dk }, then,

|cov(B′, F )| = |cov(B, F )| +
∑

Bi ∈occur ({Dk },F )\B

directCount(Bi , F ) (10)

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A.4. �

Alg. 1 shows the exact steps for computing the coverage incrementally, while Fig. 7 depicts an
example of Alg. 1, for the 5 “lattice nodes" in green color, of Query Qcoveraдe (see Fig. 3) .

Input. The input is the set occur (D, F ) and the correspondingdirectCount(Bi , F ) score, for each
Bi ∈ occur (D, F ), e.g., see the input in the lower right side of Fig. 7, and a parameter L, for stopping
the computation of metrics, when level L is reached, e.g., for finding covBest(K , F ), L = K .
Output. It computes at query time the |cov(B, F )| for all the subsets until a level L, e.g., if L =
|D| + 1 it computes the metrics for all the possible subsets B ∈ P(D). In particular, for finding the
covBest(K , F ) it computes the metrics until the level L = K , and it keeps in memory the subset
having the arдB max |cov(B, F )|.

The Initial Phase. We start from the bottom part of the lattice, thereby, we first explore the
nodes containing a single dataset (lines 1-4 of Alg. 1), e.g., in Fig. 7, we start from the dataset
D1. For each single dataset the recursive function covLB is called, which takes as parameters the
subset of datasets that will be visited, the dataset Dk which was just added, the coverage of the
previous visited node, i.e., |cov(B, F )|, the set occur (D, F )\B , and the stop level L. For the case of
single datasets, we suppose that the previous node is the empty set, therefore, |cov({∅}, F )| = 0,
while occur (D, F )\{∅} contains all the entries of the directCount list, i.e., occur (D, F ) (lines 1-2).

Computation of Measurements for the Current Node. The target is to construct the set
occur ({Dk }, F )\B (see Lemma 5.1). For this reason,we read the entries of the input setoccur (D, F )\B ,
and ∀ Bi ∈ occur (D, F )\B we check whether Dk ∈ Bi (see lines 6-12 of Alg. 1). When Dk ∈ Bi ,
we add Bi to occur ({Dk }, F )\B . On the contrary, if Dk < Bi , we store Bi in another set, i.e.,
occur (D, F )\B′ , since Bi should be scanned again when we reach the supersets of B′. Therefore,
we divide the input set occur (D, F )\B in two disjoint sets, i.e., occur (D, F )\B = occur ({Dk }, F )\B ∪
occur (D, F )\B′ . Finally, Alg. 1 computes |cov(B′, F )| by taking the sum of |cov(B, F )| and the sum
of the directCount score of occur ({Dk }, F )\B , and prints (or stores) the result (see lines 13-14).
In Fig. 7, we first visit the datasetD1, and we iterate over the set occur (D, F ). Then, we create the

setsoccur (D, F )\{D1 } = {{D2,D3}, {D2,D4}, {D3}, {D4}} andoccur ({D1}, F )\B = {{D1}, {D1,D2}}.
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ALGORITHM 1: Computing |cov(B, F )| incrementally for any possible subset of datasets B
Input: The directCount list including the set occur (D, F ) and the directCount values, the stop Level L
Output: The coverage |cov(B, F )|, for each possible subset B ∈ P(D)
1 occur (D, F )\{∅} ← occur (D, F ) // The starting node is the empty set

2 |cov({∅}, F )| = 0
3 forall Dk ∈ D do // Visit each single dataset once
4 covLB({Dk },Dk , |cov({∅}, F )|,occur (D, F )\{∅},L)

// The recursive function for computing the metrics incrementally

5 function covLB(Subset B′,Dataset Dk , |cov(B, F )|, occur (D, F )\B , level L ) // Visit B′

6 occur ({Dk }, F )\B ← ∅
7 occur (D, F )\B′ ← ∅
8 forall Bi ∈ occur (D, F )\B do // Divide occur (D, F )\B into two disjoint sets
9 if Dk ∈ Bi then

10 occur ({Dk }, F )\B ← occur ({Dk }, F )\B ∪ {Bi }
11 else if Dk < Bi then
12 occur (D, F )\B′ ← occur (D, F )\B′ ∪ {Bi }
13 |cov(B′, F )| ← |cov(B, F )| +∑Bi ∈occur ({Dk },F )\B directCount(Bi , F )
14 print B′, |cov(B′, F )|
15 if |B′ | ≤ L then // Continue until the stop level
16 forall D j ∈ D, j > k do // A strict numerical dfs order is followed
17 B′′ = B′ ∪ {D j } // Add one more dataset to B′(B′ = prev(B′′))
18 covLB(B′′,D j , |cov(B′, F )|,occur (D, F )\B′ ,L) // Visit B′′

Finally, we sum thedirectCount score ofoccur ({D1}, F )\B entries (which equals 3) and the |cov(B, F )|
of the previous subset, which is the empty set (|cov({∅}, F )| = 0), for computing |cov({D1}, F )| = 3.
How to explore the Supersets of the Current Node. By following the dfs traversal in a

recursive way, we visit a superset B′′ from a subset B′ (lines 16-18), e.g., see Fig. 7. Indeed, when
we visit B′′, we add a parameter for “highlighting" the dataset D j that was last added, we transfer
the value |cov(B′, F )| and the set occur (D, F )\B′ . Thereby, a new recursive call starts, where we
perform exactly the same steps. It is obvious that since occur (D, F )\B′ ⊆ occur (D, F )\B , the size
of the input (which is scanned in lines 8-12) decreases as we continue upwards.

In Step 2 of Fig. 7, we “transferred" from D1 to {D1,D2} the value |cov({D1}, F )| and the set
occur (D, F )\{D1 } . In the second recursion, we iterated over the set occur (D, F )\{D1 } once, and
we constructed the sets occur ({D2}, F )\{D1 } = {{D2,D3}, {D2,D4}} and occur (D, F )\{D1,D2 } =
{{D3}, {D4}}. Finally, we took the sum of the directCount score of occur ({D2}, F )\{D1 } entries
(i.e., equals 3), and of |cov({D1}, F )| (i.e., 3), for computing |cov({D1,D2}, F )| = 6. Finally, the set
occur (D, F )\{D1,D2 } will be transferred to the supersets of {D1,D2}, e.g., in Steps 3 and 7 of Fig. 7.

When the Execution of the Algorithm Finishes. We always continue upwards, until there
are no other supersets to explore (e.g., in Step 4 of Fig. 7 we reached the top of the lattice), or we
have reached the desired level L (line 15 in Alg. 1), e.g., for finding the triad having covBest(3, F ),
we stop at level L = K = 3. In any of the previous cases, the recursion ends, thereby, we return
to the previous node and we check if there are other supersets that have not been visited, e.g., in
Step 6 of Fig. 7, when we return to the node {D1,D2}, we visit also its superset {D1,D2,D4}.
LB versus SF. For computing |cov(B′, F )| for a subset B′, we reuse |cov(B, F )| and we scan the

set occur (D, F )\B instead of occur (D, F ) (in SF approach), where occur (D, F )\B ⊆ occur (D, F ).
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Fig. 7. Execution of Incremental Algorithm for the 5 lattice nodes in green color

Time & Space Complexity. For each visited subset B′, we iterate over |occur (D, F )\B | entries
(see line 8 of Alg. 1). Therefore, for a given set of subsets BV (BV = {Bi , ...,Bn}), the average num-
ber of such iterations per subset B′ is: avдItLB (BV ) =

∑
B′∈BV |occur (D,F )\B |,prev(B′)=B

|BV | . The time

complexity is O(|BV | ∗ avдItLB (BV )), which is exponential in number when |BV | = 2 |D | . Con-
cerning space complexity, it is O(|BVd | ∗ avдItLB (BVd )) where BVd = {Bi , ...,Bn} are the subsets
that occur in the maximum depth d of lattice (since d is at most |D| + 1, then |BVd | ≤ |D| + 1).

5.2 Pruning & Regrouping the directCount List for computing covBest(K , F )
Here, the target is to decrease the size of the set occur (D, F )\B , which is transferred in line 18 of
Alg. 1 from a subset B to a superset B′ (B = prev(B′)), and is scanned in lines 8-12 of Alg. 1 when
B′ is visited, for solving covBest(K , F ) by performing less set operations in the aforementioned
lines. For this reason, we propose in §5.2.1 a process for pruning the totally redundant entries, and
in §5.2.2 a process for pruning and regrouping all the entries of the directCount list.

5.2.1 Pruning Totally Redundant Entries (LB+TPR). First, we provide some definitions. LetmaxID(B)
be the largest dataset ID in a subset of datasets B, i.e.,maxID(B) = {k | Dk ∈ B and ∀D j ∈ B,k ≥ j}
(e.g.,maxID({D1,D3,D4}) = 4). We define as D≤k = {Di ∈ D | i ≤ k,Dk ∈ D} all datasets whose
ID is equal or smaller than the ID of Dk (e.g., in Fig. 8, D≤4 = {D1,D2,D3,D4}. Finally, let D>k =

D \ D≤k be all datasets whose ID is larger than the ID of Dk (e.g., in Fig. 8, D>4 = {D5,D6,D7}).
LB+TPR Approach. The target is to remove the redundant entries from the set occur (D, F )\B′ ,

which is created in line 12 of Alg. 1. By using the dfs traversal of Fig. 6 (and the numerical ascending
order), we visit a superset B′, where B′ = B ∪ {Dk } and k = maxID(B′). Due to this traversal, in
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Fig. 8. Pruning Example-Computing the metrics for all the supersets of D4, that have not been explored yet

lines 11-12 of Alg. 1, it is redundant to add Bi to occur (D, F )\B′ ifmaxID(Bi ) < k , i.e., in this case,
all the IDs of Bi datasets are smaller than k . Indeed, for such a Bi and for any B′′ (where B′′ ⊃ B′)
it holds that Bi ∩B′′ = ∅, which means that Bi will be “transferred" forever, as we go upwards (i.e.,
it will never pass the check in line 9). Therefore, in line 11 we check ifmaxID(Bi ) > k and only in
case it holds, in line 12 we add Bi to the set occur (D>k , F )\B′ (instead of occur (D, F )\B′), and then
we transfer the set occur (D>k , F )\B′ to the supersets of B′ (in line 18).

Example. In Fig. 8, we desire to compute the metrics for all the supersets of D4 that have not
visited yet, i.e., those that do not contain D1, D2 or D3. Due to dfs traversal, we have already
computed the measurements for any combination containing D1, D2 or D3. Since each time we
will add datasets belonging to D>3 = {D4,D5,D6,D7}, in Step A of Fig. 8 we prune the totally
redundant entries, containing only datasets belonging to D≤3, but not any Di ∈ D>3. In this way,
we use 6 directCount entries instead of 9, i.e., we removed the entries {D1,D3}, {D2} and {D2,D3}.

LB+TPRversus LB. SinceD>k ⊆ D, for any subsetB it holds thatoccur (D>k , F )\B ⊆ occur (D, F )\B ,
therefore, we transfer (line 18 of Alg. 1) and iterate (line 8 of Alg. 1) over smaller (or in the worst
case the same) number of entries comparing to LB approach of §5.1 (see time and space complexity
of LB+TPR in Table 3). However, we should perform an extra check (i.e.,maxID(Bi ) > k).

5.2.2 Pruning&Regrouping (LB+PRGR). The target is to further reduce the size ofoccur (D>k , F )\B′ ,
which is used for computing |cov(B, F )| for the supersets ofB′. In this way, we propose an approach,
where we remove both the totally redundant directCount entries and the redundant datasets from
each remaining directCount entry, and we perform a regrouping. In particular, for a specific B′
(where maxID(B′) = k), we replace each Bi ∈ occur (D>k , F )\B′ (constructed in lines 8-12 by
using LB+TPR) with Bki , where Bki = Bi \ D≤k , and then we regroup the “pruned" entries, i.e.,
we group the same entries and we sum their directCount score. In this way, a new directCount
list is created in each lattice node. This list contains in its left side the set occurPr (D>k , F )\B′ =∪

Bi ∈occur (D>k ,F )\B′ Bi \D≤k (where k =maxID(B′)), and in its right side the directCount score of
each Bki , i.e., directCountPr (Bki , F ,B′) =

∑
Bi ∈occur (D>k ,F )\B′,Bki =Bi \D≤k

directCount(Bi , F ).
Example. In Step B of Fig. 8, we prune in each entry the datasets belonging toD≤3 = {D1,D2,D3},

i.e., we have already visited all the nodes containing any of these datasets. Due to pruning, some
entries exist multiple times, e.g., {D4,D5} exists twice, with directCount scores 2 and 3. For this
reason, in Step C, we regroup the entries, e.g., we keep {D4,D5} once, with a new directCount
score, i.e., 5. Due to this process, we use only 4 directCount entries, instead of 6 (by using LB+TPR).
Certainly, as we continue upwards, we create (and transfer) a new smaller directCount list.
LB+PRGR versus LB+TPR. It is obvious that |occurPr (D>k , F )\B′ | ≤ |occur (D>k , F )\B′ |, there-

fore, we read and transfer smaller number of entries comparing to LB+PRGR in lines 8 and 18 of Alg.
1. However, we should perform additional operations for creating the set occurPr (B′, F ) and the
directCountPr (Bki , F ,B′) of each Bki . Table 3 presents the time and space complexity of LB+PRGR.
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Approach avдI t per B′ in line 8 of Alg. 1 (B = prev(B′)) Time Complexity Space Complexity
SF |occur (D, F ) | O( |BV | ∗ |occur (D, F ) |) O( |occur (D, F ) |)

LB avдI tLB (BV ) =
∑
B′∈BV |occur (D,F )\B |

|BV | O(|BV | ∗ avдI tLB (BV )) O( |BVd | ∗ avдI tLB (BVd ))

LB+TPR avдI tLB+T PR (BV )
∑
B′∈BV |occur (D>k ,F )\B |

|BV | O(|BV | ∗ avдI tLB+T PR (BV )) O( |BVd | ∗ avдI tLB+T PR (BVd ))

LB+PRGR avдI tLB+PRGR (BV ) =
∑
B′∈BV |occurPr (D>k ,F )\B |

|BV | O(|BV | ∗ avдI tLB+PRGR (BV )) O( |BVd | ∗ avдI tLB+PRGR (BVd ))
Table 3. Comparison of different approaches for computing |cov(B′, F )|, for a set of “visited" subsets BV .

5.3 Executive Summary
Table 3 compares the presented approaches in terms of the average iterations per subset B for
computing |cov(B, F )|, and of time and space complexity. As we have seen in this section, for a
specific subset B where k = maxID(B), it holds that |occurPr (D>k , F )\B | ≤ |occur (D>k , F )\B | ≤
|occur (D, F )\B | ≤ |occur (D, F )|. Therefore, for any given subset B, the number of iterations re-
quired for computing |cov(B, F )| (and thus the number of set operations in lines 8-12 of Alg. 1),
and the size of the set which is transferred to supersets (line 18 of Alg. 1), is reduced as we go
downwards in Table 3. In this way, (in lines 8-12) less operations are required for finding the
covBest(K , F ). However, we should note that for the case of LB+TPR we need to perform an ex-
tra check comparing to LB, i.e., maxID(Bi ) > k . By using LB+PRGR, we perform the previous
check, and we also replace each Bi ∈ |occur (D>k , F )\B |, with Bki = Bi \ D≤k , and to compute
the directCount score of Bki . However, as we shall see experimentally in §6, despite these extra
operations, the two latter approaches (mainly LB+PRGR) are faster comparing to the other ones.

5.4 Lattice-Based Incremental Algorithm for computing enrichBest(K , F ,Dm)
We use a variation of the incremental algorithm (i.e., Alg. 1) for coverage. The key difference is that
we do not take into account the posting lists and lattice nodes containing Dm .
Input. We give as input the occur (D, F )\{Dm } instead of occur (D, F ), and the lattice level L, e.g.,
for stopping the computation when L = K .
Output. It computes at query time the |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| for all the subsets of datasets (that do
not contain Dm ) until a level L. For finding the enrichBest(K , F ,Dm) it computes the metrics until
the level L = K , and it keeps in memory the subset having the arдB max |enrich(B, F ,Dm)|.
Differences with Alg. 1. Below, we analyze the differences comparing to Alg. 1.
•We transfer from a subset B to a superset B′ (B′ = B ∪ {Dk }) the value |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| and

the set occur (D, F )\{B∪{Dm }} (instead of |cov(B, F )| and occur (D, F )\B ).
• In each recursive call, we read the set occur (D, F )\{B∪{Dm }} , and we divide that set into two

disjoint sets, i.e., occur ({Dk }, F )\{B∪{Dm }} and occur (D, F )\{B′∪{Dm }} .
•We exploit the set theory property described in Lemma 5.1, for computing |enrich(B′, F ,Dm)|

as follows, |enrich(B′, F ,Dm)| = |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| +
∑

Bi ∈occur ({Dk },F )\{B∪{Dm }} directCount(Bi , F ).
Time & Space Complexity. Given a set of subsets BV (BV = {Bi , ...,Bn}), the average number
of iterations per B′ ∈ BV is: avдItenr ichLB (BV ) =

∑
B′∈BV |occur (D,F )\{B∪{Dm }} |,B=prev(B′)

|BV | . The time

complexity is O(|BV | ∗ avдItenr ichLB (BV )) (where |BV | ≤ 2 |D |−1), and the space complexity is
O(|BVd | ∗ avдItenr ichLB (BVd )) where BVd = {Bi , ...,Bn} (BVd ≤ |D|). For reducing the number of
iterations, one can use the pruning and regrouping mechanisms of §5.2.

5.5 Lattice-Based Incremental Algorithm for computing uniqBest(Dm , F ,K)
We use a variation of the incremental algorithm (i.e., Alg. 1) which is used for coverage. The key
difference is that we compute the union of the elements of the datasets in B that also occur in Dm .
Input. We give as input the occur ({Dm}, F ) instead of occur (D, F ), and the level L, i.e., the level
where we stop the computation.
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Table 4. Statistics of indexes for 400 datasets, and
for the 25 most popular datasets of each index

Index for Index Size |occur (D, F ) |
Entities ( |D | = 400) 412 million 23,357
Literals ( |D | = 400) 429 million 336,570
Triples ( |D | = 400) 2 billion 13,772
Entities ( |D | = 25) 359 million 11,139
Literals ( |D | = 25) 403 million 64,907
Triples ( |D | = 25) 1.6 billion 5,250 Fig. 9. Execution time of |cov(B,RWE)| of Entities

Index among any combination of 10-25 datasets

Output. It computes at query time the |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| for all the subsets of datasets (that do not
contain Dm ) until a level L. For finding the uniqBest(Dm , F ,K) it computes the metrics until the
level L = K , and it keeps in memory the subset having the arдB max |uniq(Dm , F ,B)|.
Differences with Alg. 1. Below, we analyze the differences comparing to Alg. 1.
•We initialize |uniq(Dm , F , {∅})| = |cov({Dm}, F )| (all the elements ofDm are unique comparing

to the empty set), and we transfer from a subset B to a superset B′ (B′ = B ∪ {Dk }) the value
|uniq(Dm , F ,B)| and the set occur ({Dm}, F )\B (instead of |cov(B, F )| and occur (D, F )\B ).
• In each recursive call, we read occur ({Dm}, F )\B , and we divide that set into two disjoint sets,

i.e., occur ({Dm}, F )\B′ and occur ({Dk }, F )Dm,\B , where the set occur ({Dk }, F )Dm,\B is defined as
occur ({Dk }, F )Dm,\B = occur ({Dk }, F )Dm \ occur (B, F )Dm .
• By exploiting the set theory property of Lemma 5.1, we compute the |uniq(Dm , F ,B

′)| as fol-
lows: |uniq(Dm , F ,B

′)| = |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| −
∑

Bi ∈occur ({Dk },F )Dm ,\B directCount(Bi , F ).
Time & Space Complexity. Given a set of subsets BV (BV = {Bi , ...,Bn}), the average num-
ber of iterations per B′ ∈ BV is: avдItuniqLB (BV ) =

∑
B′∈BV |occur ({Dm },F )\B |,B=prev(B′)

|BV | . The time

complexity is O(|BV | ∗ avдItuniqLB (BV )) (where |BV | ≤ 2 |D |−1), and the space complexity is
O(|BVd | ∗avдItuniqLB (BVd ))where BVd = {Bi , ...,Bn} (|BVd | ≤ |D|). One can use the pruning and
regrouping methods of §5.2, for reducing the number of iterations.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In [17], we collected 400 RDF datasets from 9 domains, containing over 2 billion triples, and we
created indexes for these 400 datasets in 81.5 minutes by using 96 machines. In this paper, in
§6.1, we exploit the three largest of the aforementioned constructed indexes, i.e., Entity, Literals
and Entity-Triples index, for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed methods by using a single
machine, while in §6.2 we introduce indicative measurements about these 400 RDF Datasets.

6.1 Efficiency
Datasets. Table 4 contains statistics for the three indexes that we use in our experiments (see
the first 3 rows). For each index, we provide efficiency measurements for the 25 most popular
datasets (see the last 3 rows). We observe that in all the cases, the size of |occur (D, F )| (size of each
directCount list) is extremely smaller than the number of total entries of each index.

Models.We compare the efficiency of four different models: a) a straightforward approach, i.e.,
SF (see §4), b) the lattice-based incremental approach, i.e., LB (see §5.1, §5.4 and §5.5), c) the lattice-
based incremental approach by pruning the totally redundant entries, i.e., LB+TPR (see §5.2.1), and
d) the lattice-based incremental approach with pruning and regrouping, i.e., LB+PRGR (see §5.2.2).
The Selected Performance Metrics.Here, we evaluate the speedup obtained by the proposed

methods for computing the metrics for all the possible subsets of datasets. Certainly, for finding
the covBest(K , F ) for a given query, e.g., “I desire to find the triad of datasets containing the most
triples for entity e", we compute the metrics only for a small part of the lattice, i.e., we stop at level
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Table 5. Statistics for measuring |cov(B, F )| for
each index incrementally, for 220 subsets
Category LB LB+TPR LB+PRGR
avдI t (Entities) 110 44 6.1
avдI t (Triples) 191 87 6.6
avдI t (Literals) 473 263 12.9
Exec. Time (Entities) 18s 9s 1.3s
Exec. Time (Triples) 55s 19.8s 1.4s
Exec. Time (Literals) 151s 64s 3.2s

Table 6. Max Speedup by using different models
for measuring |cov(B, F )|, for each index

Max Speedup of Entities Triples Literals
LB vs SF 565× 136× 1,099×
LB+TPR vs SF 891× 214× 1,459×
LB+PRGR vs SF 5,773× 2,284× 6,000×
LB+TPR vs LB 3× 5× 2.37×
LB+PRGR vs LB 28× 68× 97×
LB+PRGR vs LB+TPR 10× 14× 33×

Fig. 10. Execution time of |cov(B,RWT )|
of Triples Index among any combination
of 10-25 datasets (210 − 225 subsets B)

Fig. 11. Execution time of |cov(B,LIT )| of
Literals Index among any combination of
10-25 datasets (210 − 225 subsets B)

L = K = 3. However, the objective is to evaluate the worst case, i.e., how fast are the proposed
methods when the metrics for all the possible subsets of datasets should be computed. Indeed, we
measure the execution time for 10−25 datasets (i.e., the 25 most popular datasets in each index) by
using pre-constructed directCount lists, i.e., we compute the metrics for 1,024 (210) to 33 million
(225) subsets of datasets. Moreover, we compute the average number of entries that are transferred
(in line 18 of Alg. 1) from a subset B to its superset B′ (B = prev(B′)) and scanned (in line 8 of Alg.
1) for computing the metrics of B′ (see a comparison of the approaches in §5.3).

Hardware Setup & Code. For all the experiments presented in this paper, we used a single
machine having an i5 core, 8 GB main memory and 1TB disk space. One can have access to all the
datasets and the code (in JAVAprogramming language), in http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/LODsyndesis.

6.1.1 Efficiency of Coverage. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show experiments for computing |cov(B, F )|,
for all the three indexes. It is obvious that the incremental approaches are extremely faster com-
paring to the straightforward SF approach for all the three cases. More specifically, in the first
three rows of Table 6 we show the maximum speedup obtained in the experiments of Figures
9, 10 and 11, by using each of the incremental approaches versus the SF one. For computing the
coverage for literals, the LB was even 1, 099× faster than SF, while the LB+TPR and the LB+PRGR
approaches were up to 1, 459× and 6, 000× faster, respectively. Indicatively, SF needs more than 10
minutes for computing the coverage of entities for 65,536 (216) subsets of datasets, while by using
the best incremental approach (LB+PRGR), we computed the coverage, for millions of subsets (i.e.,
220subsets), for entities in 1.3 seconds, for triples in 1.4 seconds and for literals in 3.2 seconds.
The Gain of Removing the Totally Redundant Entries. In Figures 9, 10 and 11, we can see

a clear speedup by using LB+TPR instead of LB, especially as the number of datasets grows. In
particular, we observed up to 3×, 5× and 2.37× speedup comparing to LB (see Table 6) for entities,
triples and literals, respectively. Indicatively, LB needs 55 seconds for computing the union of
triples for 220 subsets of datasets, while by using LB+TPR only 19.8 seconds were needed. This
difference is rational according to the analysis of §5.3, and to the statistics presented in Table 5.
Indeed, for each different index, we transfer to a superset B′ and iterate over smaller directCount
entries for computing |cov(B′, F )|, by using LB+TPR instead of LB. In particular, we performed on
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Fig. 12. Execution time of |enrich(B,RWE,Dm )|
among any combination of 10-24 datasets

Fig. 13. Execution time of |uniq(Dm ,RWE,B)|
among any combination of 10-24 datasets

average 44 iterations (in line 8 of Alg. 1) by using LB+TPR versus 110 by using LB for entities, 87
iterations versus 191 for triples, and 263 iterations versus 473 for literals.
The Gain of Pruning and Regrouping. Figures 9-11 show a clear speedup due to the pruning

and regrouping approach (LB+PRGR). In particular, we identified even 33× speedup comparing
to LB+TPR and 97× speedup comparing to LB (i.e., see Table 6). The difference between all the
other models is big, especially as more datasets are added. This difference can be explained by
measuring the number of iterations for computing the metric for a superset B′ (and by the analysis
of §5.3). For instance, for computing the metrics for 220 subsets of datasets, on average we iterate
over only 6.1 directCount entries for entities, 6.6 for triples and 12.9 for literals, while even for
the second best approach, the corresponding numbers are far higher (see Table 5). Indeed, for
the case of literals, we performed on average 20× more iterations by using LB+TPR instead of
LB+PRGR. Finally, LB+PRGR can compute the coverage even for billions of subsets of datasets
(230) approximately in 12 minutes for entities, 14 minutes for triples and 22 minutes for literals.

6.1.2 Efficiency of Information Enrichment and Uniqueness. For computing |enrich(B, F ,Dm)|
and |uniq(Dm , F ,B)|, the algorithms are similar to |cov(B, F )|. The main difference is that for the
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)|, we use as input the set occur (D, F )\{Dm } , and for the |uniq(Dm , F ,B)| the set
occur ({Dm}, F ). Here, we show an indicative experiment for each case by using the Entity Index.We
have selected a specific datasetDm whose |occur ({Dm},RWE)| = 4, 031 and its |occur (D,RWE)\{Dm } | =
7, 108. We expect that their execution time will be lower comparing to coverage, since its input
(|occur (D,RWE)| = 11, 139) is larger comparing to |occur (D,RWE)\{Dm } | and |occur ({Dm},RWE)|.

Information Enrichment. We can observe in Fig. 12, that the incremental approaches are
very fast comparing to SF, e.g, LB is up to 935× faster. Moreover, the LB+TPR method offered up
to 2.82× speedup versus LB, while we obtained up to 11.7× speedup by using LB+PRGR instead of
LB+TPR. Since the input is smaller in this case, the computation of |enrich(B,RWE,Dm)| was up to
1.23× faster comparing to |cov(B,RWE)|. Indicatively, by using LB+PRGR we needed 1.1 seconds
to compute |enrich(B,RWE,Dm)| for over 1 million subsets of datasets (220 subsets).

Uniqueness. We can observe in Fig. 13, that LB, LB+TPR and LB+PRGR approaches are far
faster comparing to SF, e.g., LB is up to 635× faster than SF. Moreover, LB+TPR was even 5.48×
faster than LB and LB+PRGR was up to 4.1× faster than LB+TPR. Comparing to |cov(B,RWE)|
and |enrich(B,RWE,Dm)|, the computation of |uniq(Dm ,RWE,B)| was up to 2.6× and 2.3× faster,
respectively, which is rational since the input was much smaller. Indicatively, by using LB+PRGR
we needed 0.8 seconds to compute |uniq(Dm ,RWE,B)| for 220 subsets of datasets.

6.2 Indicative Measurements & Services for 400 Real Datasets
Here, we show indicative measurements, by exploiting the metrics introduced in §4-5. For each of
the measurements below, the results retrieved approximately in 1 second by using LB+PRGR.
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Table 7. Best subset of datasets of each level L containing
the most triples for Seafood red list species
L covBest (K, F ) |cov(B, F ) | covPer covGain
1 Fishbase 3,785 25.8% -
2 Fishbase, Freebase 7,036 47.9% 85.0%
3 Fishbase, Freebase, DB-

pedia
9,745 66.4% 38.5%

4 Fishbase, Freebase, DB-
pedia, WoRMS

11,032 75.2% 13.2%

5 Fishbase, Freebase, DB-
pedia, WoRMS, Wikidata

11,507 78.4% 4.3%

Table 8. Top-5 triads of datasets that cover the
most triples for EDGE species
Triad of Datasets |cov(B, F ) | covPer
DBpedia, Freebase, Wikidata 12,139 62.3%
DBpedia, Freebase, Taxoncon-
cept

11,771 60.4%

DBpedia, Freebase,Geospecies 11,750 60.3%
Freebase, Taxonconcept,
Wikidata

11,531 59.1%

Freebase, Geospecies, Wiki-
data

11,507 59.0%

Table 9. Top-5 dataset pairs providing complemen-
tary triples for the entities of DBpedia
Pair of Datasets |enr ich(B, F , Dm ) | enr ichPer

Freebase, YAGO 179,582,545 115.0%
Freebase, Wikidata 176,053,104 112.8%
Wikidata, YAGO 153,894,606 98.6%
Freebase, GeoNames 126,031,309 80.7%
Freebase, VIAF 112,948,225 72.3%

Table 10. |uniq | of Wikidata (WD) & YAGO (YG),
vs DBpedia (DB) and Freebase (FR)

|uniq | of Versus uniqPer

Wikidata Triples DB,FR,YG 92.5%
Wikidata Entities DB,FR,YG 77.5%
Wikidata Literals DB,FR,YG 68.3%
YAGO Triples DB,FR,WD 93.6%
YAGO Entities DB,FR,WD 73.3%
YAGO Literals DB,FR,WD 68.5%

6.2.1 Coverage Measurements. Tables 7 and 8 show examples for selecting the most relevant
datasets for a specific task. Regarding Table 7, suppose that we desire to findK datasets having the
most triples for the “Seafood red list species", i.e., a set of 55 fishes from unsustainable fisheries,
for 5 different lattice levels. In total, there are 14,660 triples for these fishes in 16 (out of 400)
datasets. Table 7 shows for each level L, the subset of datasets B with the arдB max |cov(B, F )|, the
covPer (B, F ), and the covGain(B′, F ,B) as we go from a subset B to a superset B′. The best single
dataset is FishBase, while as we add more datasets, the covGain decreases, e.g., if we addWikidata
to the quad of datasets {Fishbase,Freebase,DBpedia,WoRMS}, the covGain is only 4.3%. Concerning
Table 8, our target is to find the top-5 triads of datasets whose union contains themost triples for all
the 115 entities belonging to EDGE (“Evolutionarily Distinct and Globally Endangered") species,
and their corresponding covPer (B, F ). For these species, there exists 19,485 unique triples in 13
datasets (out of 400). The triad having the arдB max |cov(B, F )| is {Wikidata, Freebase, DBpedia},
i.e., their union contains 12,139 triples for EDGE species (i.e, 62.3% of all the available triples).

6.2.2 Information Enrichment Measurements. Table 9 shows the top five pairs of datasets that
contain the maximum number of complementary triples for the entities of DBpedia, and their
corresponding |enrich(B, F ,Dm)| and enrichPer . In particular, the pair {Freebase, YAGO} enriches
the content for DBpedia entities with over 179 millions of new triples, while all the top five pairs
of datasets offer over 112 millions of new triples, i.e., triples that are not included in DBpedia.

6.2.3 Uniqueness Measurements. Table 10 shows the percentage of the unique entities, triples
and literals of Wikidata (WK) and YAGO (YG), comparing to the other popular Knowledge Bases
(KBs), i.e., i) Wikidata versus Freebase (FR), DBpedia (DB) and YAGO, and (ii) YAGO versus the
three remaining ones. We can see that both KBs have a high percentage (over 90%) of unique
triples comparing to the other KBs. Concerning entities, the percentage is 77.5% for Wikidata and
73.3% for YAGO, meaning that 22.5% of Wikidata entities and 26.7% of YAGO entities, occur at
least in one of the three other popular KBs. As regards literals, we can see that the percentages are
decreased, however, both KBs contain a high percentage of unique literals (i.e., over 68%).

6.2.4 MoreQueries & Services - Online Demo. Through http://www.ics.forth.gr/isl/LODsyndesis,
one can access the services in the category Dataset Discovery, Search and Selection, which exploit
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the proposed metrics and methods, and offer fast responses for millions of queries, i.e., for queries
like those introduced in §1, for 400 datasets, 412 million entities and 2 billion triples. A tutorial
video presenting that services and several use cases is available in https://youtu.be/UdQDgod6XME.

We should note that most queries can be answered fast through LB+PRGR approach, i.e., for
most queries we use as input 25 or less datasets (i.e., at most 225 subsets of datasets). Indeed, in
our past work [17, 18] we have identified a power-law distribution in the LOD Cloud, i.e., a) most
elements (entities, literals, etc.) occur in a small number of other datasets (less than 15 datasets)
and only a few number of them in a lot of datasets (i.e., over 15 datasets), and b) most datasets
are connected with a small number of datasets. However, in the worst case where more datasets
(i.e., even hundreds of datasets) should be pre-selected for a given query (e.g., for entities that
occur in a large number of datasets), it is prohibitively expensive to compute the metrics even
with LB+PRGR approach (e.g., for 40 datasets there exists one trillion possible combinations of
datasets). One potential solution is to pre-select the top-K datasets according to some heuristics
(such as their cardinality value |cov(Di , F )|, their domain, etc.) and to apply the algorithms for
these K datasets, however, it is a problem that requires further research.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed content-based union and complement metrics among any subset of RDF Knowledge
Bases (or datasets). These metrics are applicable a) for dataset search and discoverability, since
they can be exploited for returning back hits, each corresponding to a set (or “cluster") of datasets
that satisfy certain criteria, and (b) for assessing and improving the quality of a single or a subset of
datasets, mainly in terms of interlinking and reusability. The proposedmethods are based on equiv-
alence relationships among different datasets (whose quality has been evaluated and improved in a
semi-automatic way) and pre-constructed semantics-aware indexes. For the computation of union
and complement metrics, it is a requirement to solve three maximization problems, which are pro-
hibitively expensive by using a straightforward way. For solving such maximization problems and
for making feasible the computation of metrics at large scale, we proposed lattice-based incremen-
tal algorithms that are based on set-theory properties and pruning and regrouping methods.
Concerning the evaluation results, the lattice-based incremental approach was far faster than a

straightforward one (even more than 1000× faster). By combining the incremental approach with
pruning and regrouping methods, we observed up to 97× speedup, and we managed to compute
the cardinality of the union for millions of subsets of datasets, for entities, triples, and literals in a
few seconds (1.3, 1.4 and 3.2 seconds, respectively). Moreover, we computed the cardinality of the
absolute and relative complement of entities for a single dataset, with respect to millions of subsets
of datasets, in 1.1 and 0.8 seconds, respectively, whereas we reported indicative measurements for
400 RDF datasets. In the future, we plan to work on automatic ways for evaluating/improving the
quality of equivalence relationships among different datasets (which are required for computing
the metrics), since it is time-consuming to evaluate them in a semi-manually way.
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A PROOFS FOR THE PROPOSITIONS
At first, we provide some lemmas that are used for providing the proofs for Propositions 1-4.

Lemma A.1. If k ∈ F (Di ), then k ∈ Le f t(indF ), indF (k) = Bi ,Di ∈ Bi . In particular, since we
store any element k and its provenance, k occurs also in the left side of the corresponding index,
and its posting list Bi ⊆ D contains Di .

Lemma A.2. If Bi , Bj (Bi ∈ P(D),Bj ∈ P(D)), then {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi } ∩ {k ∈
Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bj } = ∅, i.e., they are disjoint. It holds because each element k ∈ Le f t(indF )
has a unique posting list of dataset IDs.

Lemma A.3. From the set theory, we know that for n disjoint sets {A1,A2, ...,An}, |A1 ∪ A2 ∪
... ∪An | = |A1 | + |A2 | + ... + |An | (Proof can be found in [10]).

Lemma A.4. From the set theory, we know that for n sets {A1,A2, ...,An}, |An \ {A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪
An−1}| = |An | − |An ∩ {A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪An−1}| (Proof can be found in [10]).

A.1 Proof of Prop. 1

|cov(B, F )| = | ∪Di ∈B F (Di )| = | ∪Di ∈B {k |k ∈ F (Di )}|
(Lemma A.1)
= | ∪Bi ∈P(D) {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi ,B ∩ Bi , ∅}|

(Def . 4.2)
= | ∪Bi ∈occur (B,F ) {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi }|

(Lemma A.2)
= |{k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = B1} ∪ ... ∪ {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bn}|

(Lemma A.3)
= |{k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = B1}| + ... + |{k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bn}|

(Def . 4.1)
= directCount(B1, F ) + ... + directCount(Bn , F )

(Def . 4.2)
=

∑
Bi ∈occur (B,F )

directCount(Bi , F ) ⋄
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A.2 Proof of Prop. 2
|enrich(B, F ,Dm)| = |(cov(B, F ) \ F (Dm))| = |{∪D j ∈B F (D j )} \ F (Dm)|

= | ∪D j ∈B {k |k ∈ F (D j ),k < F (Dm)}|
(Lemma A.1)
= | ∪Bi ∈P(D) {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi ,Bi ∩ B , ∅,Dm < Bi }|

(Def . 4.3)
= | ∪Bi ∈occur (B,F )\{Dm } {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi }|

(Similar ly to Proof of Prop .1.)
=

∑
Bi ∈occur (B,F )\{Dm }

directCount(Bi , F ) ⋄

A.3 Proof of Prop. 3

|uniq(Dm , F ,B)| = |(F (Dm) \ cov(B, F ))|
(Lemma A.4)
= |F (Dm)| − |(F (Dm) ∩ cov(B, F ))|

= |cov({Dm}, F )| − | ∪D j ∈B {k |k ∈ F (D j ),k ∈ F (Dm)}|
= |cov({Dm}, F )| − | ∪Bi ∈P(D) {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi ,Dm ∈ Bi ,B ∩ Bi , ∅}|
(Def . 4.4)
= |cov({Dm}, F )| − | ∪Bi ∈occur (B,F )Dm {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = Bi }|

(Similar ly to Proof of Prop .1.)
= |cov({Dm}, F )| −

∑
Bi ∈occur (B,F )Dm

directCount(Bi , F )

A.4 Proof of Prop. 4

|cov(B′, F )| B
′=B∪{Dm }
= |{∪Di ∈B F (Di )} ∪ F (Dm)|

(Lemma 5.1)
= | ∪Di ∈B F (Di )| + |F (Dm) \ {∪Di ∈B F (Di )}|

= |cov(B, F )| + |{k |k ∈ F (Dm), and ∀Di ∈ B,k < F (Di )}|
(Lemma A.1)
= |cov(B, F )| + | ∪B′i ∈P(D) {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = B′i ,Dm ∈ B′i ,B ∩ B′i = ∅}|

(Def . 4.3)
= |cov(B, F )| + | ∪B′i ∈occur ({Dm },F )\B {k ∈ Le f t(indF )|indF (k) = B′i }|

(Similar ly to Proof of Prop .1.)
= |cov(B, F )| +

∑
B′i ∈occur ({Dm },F )\B

directCount(B′i , F ) ⋄
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